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Sudan and China sign six-year oil exploration deal 

The Sudanese government announced last week that it had signed a six-year agreement with the Chinese 

National Petroleum Company (CNPC) to increase production in oil fields north of Heglig and parts of the 

disputed border area of Abyei, reports Star Africa (Nigeria). According to Sudan’s minister of oil, Makkawi 

Mohammed Awad, the two sides agreed in Beijing to increase oil production in West Kordofan oil fields, 

especially in blocks 2 and 4 until 2021. The two blocks lie north of Heglig, but block 4 includes parts of 

Abyei. He further disclosed that this agreement settles CNPC debts owed by the government of Sudan, 

according to Sudan Tribune (Sudan). 

Railway connecting Ethiopia and Djibouti to be constructed by two Chinese firms 

Ethiopia expects to open a new railway line linking the capital Addis Ababa with the Red Sea state of 

Djibouti in early 2016. The 700 km line is being built at a cost of US$ 4 billion by China Railway Engineering 

Corporation (CREC) and China Civil Engineering Construction (CCECC), according to Reuters (USA). 

Ethiopia seeks to have 5000 km of new lines working across the country by 2020. In addition to the Djibouti 

line, two others are being built across the country that are among a range of big infrastructure investments 

that also include new roads and dams to produce hydro-electric power, cited FTN News (Turkey). 

South African Airways to stop direct flights to China 

Last week South African Finance Minister, Nhlanhla Nene, announced that from May 2015, all direct flights 

between South Africa and China by South African Airways (SAA) will be cut. This is part of a strategy to turn 

around the finances of SAA and part of the cost-saving measures that include cancelling loss making 

routes, with China being one of them, according to AFKInsider (USA).  Acting SAA chief executive officer, 

Nico Bezuidenhout, revealed that close to US $ 90 million has been lost on the Beijing route in a three year 

period since SAA introduced the route in 2012. Air China will take over the route in May 2015, reports 

SANews.gov (South Africa). 

Tension between Norway and China over expelled scholar 

China rebuked Norway for "violating the rights" of a Chinese scholar after Norwegian police ordered a 

Chinese doctoral candidate out of the country in January 2015. The student had been working on a wind-

power project at the University of Agder. Norwegian authorities allegedly made the decision out of fear the 

student's expertise could be used "for military purposes in other countries", reports Reuters (USA). The 

University of Agder's management has since stated that they have seen no grounds to warrant the 

expulsion, cited Xinhua (China).  

 Despite “war on pollution” most Chinese cities fail to meet air quality standards 

Only eight Chinese cities met China’s air quality standards in 2014, according to China's Ministry of 

Environmental Protection, although this was an improvement on 2013 when just three made the grade. 

Haikou in the island province of Hainan had the best air quality of the 74 cities monitored by the ministry, 

reports CNN (SAR Hong Kong). Beijing and Shanghai both failed the assessment, which was based on 

measurements of major pollutants. China is attempting to cut pollution but the country still relies heavily on 

coal for its energy needs. The government shut more than 8000 coal-burning factories in Hebei last year in 

an attempt to fight air pollution, according to BBC (UK). 
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